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Summary. Continuity conditions for a biquadratic spline interpolating given mean values 
in terms of proper parameters are given. Boundary conditions determining such a spline 
and the algorithm for computing local parameters for the given data are studied. The 
notion of the natural spline and its extremal property is mentioned. 
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1 . QUADRATIC SPLINES—BASIC RELATIONS 
Let us have an increasing sequence of spline knots 
(Ax) := {xi', a = xo < xi < ... < xn < xn+\ = b), hi = Xi+\ - x{. 
We call a function s(x) a quadratic spline on the knot set (Ax) if it has the following 
properties: 
1° s(x) E C 1 (a,6); 
2° s(x) is a quadratic polynomial on every interval (xi,Xi+\), i = 0(l)n. 
Let us denote by y(Ax) the linear space of such splines; we have 
dim .y (Arc) = n + 3. 
Quadratic splines interpolating function values, mean values or values of the first 
derivative were described in [2]-[7]; we recall here only the necessary relations. 
Let us denote Si = s(xi), s'{ = s'(xi), gi = -J- J*.
, + 1 s(x) dx. We can use various 
local representations of s(x) on the intervals (xi, Xi+i)—e.g. with the local parameters 
Si, s^. 
(1) S ^ ^ S i + tZ-Zi^ + i t x - Z . ) ^ ' with s'! = — (s'i+l - s'J 
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or 
~ 2 \ r t L „2 (2) s(x) = (1 - ^2)5i + g2Si+i + q(l - q)hiSfi, q = (rr - a;i)/7ii. 
We can obtain a representation with parameters Si, </i substituting 
2 2 
*i = -j-(3_7i ~ $i+l - 25i), 5 t + 1 = ~j^{-^9i +
 2*i+l + ««) 
or 
(3) K = K 5 i+i -2(7i + Si). 
The continuity condition 1° at the knots Xi, i = l ( l )n can be expressed as 
(4) o (5*'-i + s'i) = 1 (5* ~* 5*-1) v i a Parameters s{, s'{] 
I lii-i 
or through parameters Si, gi as 
(5a) /*iSi-i + 2(/ii_i + hi)si + hi-iSi+i = 3[/.,i<ji_i + /ii-i_/i]; 
or in some slightly modified more symmetric form as 
(5b) _ ^ 5 < _ 1 + 2 ( - ^ + ^) + ^ + 1 = 3 [ ^ - 5 i _ 1 + I g i ] ; 
or by means of the parameters s'{, gi as 
(6) / i i - i s U + 2(/ii_i + 11^ + his'w = 6(g{ - 5fi_i). 
The continuity conditions (4) completed by one (initial) condition can be used to 
find all local parameters of the spline interpolating given function values or the first 
derivative values on (Ax) (see [1], [4]). 
The continuity conditions (6) were used to calculate local parameters of the spline 
interpolating given mean values gi imder two additional (boundary) conditions (see 
[7]). Let us mention the feature of error propagation without damping which is 
connected with splines interpolating function values or the first derivative values at 
the knot mesh (Ax), but not with splines interpolating mean values (see [3], [7]). The 
instability in function values interpolation can be overwhelmed by a proper choice of 
the points of interpolation _i different from the knots of the spline ;rt-. Such quadratic 
splines with Xi < U < rri+i were discussed in [2], [3]. 
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2. BIQUADRATIC SPLINE 
Let us have a rectangular domain D = {(x,y); a ^ x ^ b, c ^ y -̂  d) with the 
knot set 
(A) = (Ax) x (Ay) = {(xi,yj); i = 0(l)n + 1, j = 0(l)m + l } , 
where (Ay) = {y5: c = y0 < yx < ... < ym < ym+i = d}, kj = 1/7+1 - y5. 
We call s(x,y) a biquadratic spline on the knot set (A), if 
1° s(x,y) € Cl'x(D) (continuous first derivatives sk*r, sk>r = dk+rs/dxkdyr, 
fc,r = 0,l); 
2° s(x,y) is a biquadratic polynomial on each subrectangle 
Dij = (xi,xi+1) x (yj,yj+i). 
Let us denote by ^ ( A ) the linear space of biquadratic splines on (A); then 
dimJ^(A) = (n + 3)(m + 3). 
Corollary. 
s(x,yj), j = 0(l)n + 1 are quadratic splines on the mesh (Ax), 
s(xi,y), i = 0(l)n + 1 are quadratic splines on the mesh (Ay). 
There are various local representations for s(x,y) on Dy: 
2 
(T) s(x,y)= ^^(x-xJ^y-yjY 
fc,r=0 
with 
1 1 dk+r 
( 7 ) <* = fc!H* , r ( s " » - ) = kW.dxCdy-rs{Xi'yi) 
(the Taylor polynomial, Sij = s^f); 
s(x,y) = (1 - u2)(l - v2)Sij + u
2(l - v2)si+uj + (1 - u
2)t;2s., i+1 
(SD) + « V s i + 1 , i + 1 + «(1 - u)hi [(1 - v
2)s)f + v2s);°+l] 
+ v(l - v)kj [(1 - u2)s°j + « 2 s ° + y + «(1 - «)t;(l - vfoktatf, 
(8) (T , IJ) € Dij, u = (x - Xi)/hu v = (y- yj)/kh u, v € <0,1) 
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(the tensor product technique applied to (1), (2)). 
Both these representations work with nonsymmetrically distributed local param­
eters (at one point (xi,yj) for (T), at the vertices of Dij for (SD)—see Fig. la). 
Local parameters (SD) arc used for interpolation of function values at knots in 
[8]; the interpolation at different points Pij = (xi + Uihi,yj + Vjkj), m, Vj G (0,1) is 
studied in [5], where the appropriate choice of local parameters is used (see Fig. lb) 




s,*1 '0,*0 , 1,*1*1 
Fig. la 
In the algorithm for splines interpolating mean values 
(9) 9ij = j-j- / / s(x,y) dxdy = ^ s i j + 2s»+ij + 2sitj+i + s»+i,j+i) 
+ bito*1*0 + c 1 ' 0 } + tito*0'1 + s 0 ' 1 ) +- —h-k-11'1 
18 ij i ' J + 1 ^ 18 ^ ij t+tj' 3G J ij 
we will use other local parameters (one-dimensional mean values) 
i rxi+i i 
gfj = — I s(x, yj) dx = -(2Sij + Si+1,j + Ili.sjj
0) 
(Ю) 1 [Vj+i 1 1 0 1 
9ÍJ = ^7 / s(xi,y)dy = -(2s{j + siJ+i + ^kjs^ ) 
^ JVІ 
(the right-hand sides in (9)-(10) were calculated using (8)). 
As the local parameters of the spline s(x,y) on (A) we can now use the following 
nine values shown in Fig. 2a, which are symmetrically dispersed over D^ (common 
values can be used for neighbouring rectangles). 
T h e o r e m 1. A biquadratic spline s(x,y) is uniquely determined on D{j by the 
nine parameters shown in Fig. 2a: 
(p) 
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r.X n X y y ^ 
Sij, 5 i + i . j , SÍJ+I, 5 Í + I } J + I , 9iji9iji 9i+ij-> 9iji 9Í,J+\\ 
1,0 o 0 , l SiJ+l 9iJ+i s-+i,j+i s l л \ s 
Si+U S 1 ' 0,* 0 ' 1 
Fig. 2a Fig. 2b 
s i > 0 ) S o,i 
s i , o s o , i 
the corresponding local representation can be written as 
(SG) s(x,y) = (1 - u)(l - v)(l - 3a - 3v + 9uv)sij 
+ u(l — v)(—2 + 3u + 6v — 9uv)si+\ j 
+ (1 - u)v(-2 + 6u + 3v - 9uv)sij+i 
+ uv(4: — Gu — 6v + 91̂ )51-1-1̂ -1-1 
+ 6(1 - u)(l - V ) [u( l - 3w).$ + «(1 -3u)5V.] 
+ 6ut>[(l - u)(3w - 2)glj+1 + (1 - W)(3u - 2)9V+hj] 
+ 3G^l(l — u)v(l — v)gij 
with u = (x - Xi)/hi, v = (y - yj)/kj. 
P r o o f . There are four common function values in the representations (SD), 
(SG). The relations (9), (10) can be viewed as a one-to-one mapping between the local 
parameters of this two representations with a regular triangular matrix. Substituting 
(9), (10) into (SD), we obtain the representation (SG). • 
R e m a r k s . 1° It is possible to show explicitly the relations between the param­
eters of representations (T) and (SG) (here we write a]jr = akr, h{ = h, kj = k for 
short): 
(Ц) SІІ — a,00, 
SÍ+IJ = a00 + a\0h + a20\h
2, sitj+i = a00 + a0ik + a02\k
2, 
Si+ij+i = a00 + ai0/i + a0 ik + \(a20fi






9ij = aoo + ai0\h + a20\h




9ÍJ+I = ftoo + a i 0 | / i + a0ifc + a2o|/i
2 + an\hk + a 0 2 | 
+ 0.21 \ li2 k + ai2\hk
2 + a22j2^2k2, 
9Í+I,J = aoo + oi0h + aoi \k + a2o\h
2 + ftn \hk + a02 \ti 
+ o,2\\h2k + ai2\hk
2 + a^j^li2^2, 
9ij = «oo + <Uo§/* + «oi|A; + a2o\h2 + an^/i/ , + 002^ 
+ a2i j ^ / i
2 ^ + av2-fíhk2 + a22^h2k2. 
The inverse relations can be expressed in the following way: 
(12) aoo = Sij, 
«io = £ (3</y - Si+i,i - 2sij)i «oi = f W j - Si.i+i - 2«ii), 
a-io = M~29ij + «i+i,i + *ii), «02 = pr(-2flf?- + «i, j+1 + sy), 
a n = -£k($9ij + 4«ij + 2s»+lfj + 2sij+i + *i+i,i+i 
- 6 ^ - 3 ^ J + 1 - 6 ^ - 3 f f ! V l f i ) , 
«2i = - 7^(6</ii + 2$-i + 2«i+i,i + 5i,i-fi + s-+i.i+i 
" 4 f f S - 2 9 ^ - 3 ^ - 3 ^ 1 ^ 
ai2 = - U^(^9ij + 2*ii + *i+i,i + 2$i,i+i + *t+i,i+i 
- 3 f f 5 - 3 f l r J + 1 - 4 ^ - 2 ^ i j ) , 
«22 = Jttli^gij + Sij + Si+l,i + 5 i , i+l + 5 i+l , i+l 
- 2 4 - 2 3 ^ - 2 ^ - 2 3 ^ . ) . 
2° Every quadratic function s(x) is determined on the interval (xi,Xi+i) by the 
values s[, sfi+i, gi (mean value). However, the biquadratic function s(x,y) is not 
uniquely determined on the rectangle Dij by the nine parameters (Fig. 2b) 
1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 
9iji sij > 5 i , i+ l» 5 i + l , i ' 5 i + l , i + l ' Sij > 5 i + l , i ' S i , i + 1 ' S i + l , i + l ' 
the matrix of the system of the relations between these parameters and the param-
eters (T) has its rank equal to eight. 
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3. CONTINUITY CONDITIONS 
Let s(x,y) be a biquadratic spline on (A). The functions of x, 
(13) gy(x,yj) = ^- I ' s(x,y)dy 
K3 JJ/i 
= | [(1 - u2)Sij + u
2Si+1}j + hiU(\ - u)s]f] 
+ |[(1 - u2)siij+1 + u
2si+ltj+1 + fnu(\ - u)4'°+i] 
+ Ifc, [(1 - u2)s°{f + u
2s%^ + luu(\ - u)s]f], 
are quadratic splines on (Ax) with function values at x = Xi equal to 
1 /-2/j + i 
9y(xi,yj) = 7- / s(xi,y)dy = gy{j 
KJ Jyj 
(see (10)). Similarly, the functions of y, 
1 fXi+1 
(14) gx(xi,y) = ]^l s(x,y)dx 
= | [(1 - t;2)*,. + v^ij+i + kjV(\ - v)s°{f] 
+ 3 K1 "" v2)Si+U + V2Si+1J+1 + kjV(\ - V)s°i£lj] 
+ llu[(\ - v2)s]f + v2s]»+l + kjV(\ - v)s]f], 
arc quadratic splines on (Ay) with function values at y = yj equal to 
I fXi + l 
gx(xi,y3) = j ^ J s(x,yj)dx = g
x
ij 
(see (10)). Finally there is a connection with the given mean values giy. 
I r*i+i r'Ji+i 
(15) g(j = -j-j- I J s(x,y)dxdy 
Cxi + \ 1 [Xi + i 
= / v / 9y(x,yj)dx 
1 fyj+1 
= T- / gx(^-,2/)clr/ 
^j It/; 
—the values e/y can be then considered as one-dimensional mean values of the splines 
9y(x,yj) (with function values gy.) or of the splines gx(xi,y) (with function values 
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gfj). We can therefore use the continuity conditions (5b) applied to the following 
subjects shown in Tab. 1 
spline function function values mean values 
s(xi,y) Sij Уij 
s(x,Уj) Sij 9Ь 
9y(x,Уj) 9ij 9ij 
9X(XІ,У) Qx- 9ü 
to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let us have a biquadratic spline s(x,y) on the knot set (A) which 
interpolates given mean values 
9ij = -7-7 II s(x, y) dx dy. 
Then the continuity conditions s(x,y) £ C1,1(D) can be expressed as the following 






i = 0(l)n + l, j = l ( l )m; 
oti-iSi-ij + 2(a ť_i + otjsij + oiiSi+ij = 3(ai-ig?_1:j + a.ý?), 
i = l ( l )n, j = 0(l)m + l; 
i = l ( l )n, j = 0(l)m; 
ft-i&j-i + -(/5j-i + fa)9i) + Pj9i,j+i = 3(jVi9i,;-i + Pj9a), 
i = 0(l)n, 3 = l ( l )m, 
where ai = 1/hi, f3j = l/kj. 
R e m a r k s . 1° The relations (18) {or (19)} form for each j = 0(l)m {i = 0(l)n} 
the system of n {m} equations for n + 2 {m + 2} unknown quantities ^ {gfj} 
with a band matrix. To complete it to tridiagonal systems we need some boundary 
conditions for the spline under consideration. With known values gfj, g\j the relations 
(16), (17) tighten together the function values s^ on horizontal or vertical lines of the 
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knot set (A)—also some additional information is needed for computing all Sij—but 
only mn + 2(m + n) relations are independent; one can choose all vertical and two 
boundary horizontal lines—or vice versa (see the algorithm). 




s°'\x,yj) = (1 - u*)s
0J + tfs&j + htu(l - u)s}f 
are also quadratic splines (in variables y, x) with mean values 
J- f+1 Vta,v) dy = Kj° + K?+1 + **,#, 
V JVj 
1 £<+1 ̂ (*,tfJ) d* = i^
1 + J.&., + JMJJ1. 
Inserting them into (6) we can obtain continuity conditions for s(x, y) as relations 
between sjj1 and sjj°, s^j1. We could obtain some other relations between s1,1, s1,0, 
s0,1 using (4): 
-fa1'1 + s1'1) ~ — f a 0 ' 1 - s0'1 ) 
2 V
5 i - i , j + sij ) - / l . _ i Wii
 si-l,j)> 
Its1*1 + c1'1) - — f a 0 ' 1 - s0'1 ) 
2 VSt , j - l +
 sij ) ~ k._x *<
SiJ Si,3-l)' 
(21) 3 Jvi 
3° The continuity conditions (16)-(19) can be obtained also in an elementary (but 
more cumbersome) way using the Taylor representation (T). 
4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
For a biquadratic spline s(x, y) on the knot set (A) we have altogether 4mn + 
6n + 6m + 9 local parameters in the representation (SG). The given mean values 
gij and the continuity conditions (16)-(19) represent together 4mn + 4n + 4m + 1 
linear independent relations between these parameters. Therefore we need additional 
2n + 2m + 8 = 2(n + l) + 2(m + l) + 4 conditions (e.g. boundary conditions) for 
the unique determination of the local parameters. The type of boundary conditions 
is to be chosen in such a way as to complete the continuity conditions (16)-(19) to 
solvable systems of linear equations. 
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4.1. Mean boundary values. Given the one-dimensional boundary mean values 
(see (10), (13), (14)) 
(22) ^ ° ' 9 ^ ! = ^ \ ) n {2(n + 1) + 2(7,i + 1) conditions}, 
00,j> %+i , j ; I=0(l)m 
we can write (18), (19) as a system of m + 1 resp. n + 1 linear equations with fixed 
tridiagonal matrices and compute all local parameters gfj, g\.. 
4.1.1. Given further four function values at the vertices of D 
(23) s{j, i = 0,7i + 1, j = 0,77i + 1, 
(a) we can use these values with (17) {or (16)} for the indices j = 0,m + 1 
{i = 0,71 + 1} to compute the values sij on all horizontal {vertical} boundary lines 
by solving two systems with the same tridiagonal matrix; 
(b) then we can use (16) {(17)} with all indices i = 0(l)7i + 1 {j = 0(1)?/* + 1} 
to compute the values s^ on all vertical lines x = X{ {horizontal lines y = yj} using 
the boundary function values from step (a)—altogether n + 2 {m + 2} systems of 
equations with the same tridiagonal matrix. 
4.1.2. It is possible to prescribe four values of derivatives 
(24) s\f, i = 0,7i + 1, j = 0,m + 1 {or s°{f}. 
In this case we use a one-dimensional algorithm which uses (6) (see [7]) to compute 
and then 
Sio, s*,m+i, i = 0(l)n + l, 
e.g. 
Sij = gf3 - \hi(s\^5 + 2s\f), i = 0(l)n, j = 0 ,m + 1, 
5 n + l s j = </*0 + \hi(s\$ + 2 s ^ l f j ) , j = 0,m + 1. 
Similarly we can determine s^1, V-fi.j anc* 50j ' *'n+i,j-
In this way we can obtain the same boundary values s^ as in the stage (a) of 
the foregoing algorithm in 4.1.1; we can finish our computation using its stage (b)— 
solving the systems for the remaining parameters s^. 
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4.2. Function bounda ry values. It is also possible to prescribe the boundary 
function values 
(26) Si(h *" r o + 1 ' { = ° ( \ ) n + l {2(n + 2) + 2m values}. 
s 0 j . SH+I,J, i = U
1)7™ 
The remaining four values for the unique determination of s(x,y) can be chosen for 
example from the values of s1,0, s0,1 at the vertices of D in several combinations 
ensuring the existence of such a spline. We shall discuss briefly only one of these 
cases: 
(27) given (26) and 4 ° , s ^ + 1 , af t , s%lfi, 
then using (4) we can calculate uniquely from given sm {or St,m+i} and s0Q {50 'm + i} 
the parameters of the interpolating spline s(x,yo) {s(x,ym+1)}. Similarly we can 
obtain splines s(xo,y), s(xn+\,y). Now we are able to compute explicitly (using (9)) 
the mean values gf0, #?>m+1 and goj, g^+ij- Further we can proceed as in 4.1 to 
compute all values gf-, g?., Sij. 
Let us summarize the results obtained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Given a knot set (A), mean values {gij; i = 0(l)n, j = 0(l)m} and 
one of the boundary conditions 
- (22) and [(23) or (24)] (boundary mean values + corner values), 
- (26) and [(27) or some proper variation of it] (boundary function values + corner 
derivatives). 
Then there exists a unique biquadratic spline s(x, y) determined by these condi-
tions. 
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
We describe the algorithm for computing the parameters (SG) of the biquadratic 
spline s(x,y) determined on (A) by the prescribed mean values {gij; i = 0(1 )n, j = 
0(l)7/i} and the boundary conditions (22), (23) in more detail. 
Algor i thm B Q S I M V . 
1° Compute numbers Iii = X{+1 - X{, i = 0(l)ri, kj = yj+i — y^ j = 0(l)m. 
2° Calculate the coefficients 
a; = 1/hi, i = 0(l)n, fi5 = ljkh j = 0(l)?n 
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and form the tridiagonal matrices 
Лn — 
Bщ = 
2 ( o 0 + o i ) , 
a i , 
" ì 
2 ( O I + Q 2 ) , « 2 
Û n - 1 , 2(o, г_l + o „ ) . 




ßm-l, 2(ßm - 1 + Ä n ) . 
3° Calculate the corresponding vectors of the right-hand sides according to (18), 
(19) (including the terms with <Lf0, _7?jTn+1, _7 -̂, gn+1J from the left) 
3[a0g0j + aigij] - a0c/oj, 
*\Po9to + Pi9n] - 0o9n* 
3[ai_igi_i,j + oiigij], i = 2(l)n - 1, 
3 ^ - 1 ^ - 1 + /3,-gi.], j = 2(l)m - 1, 
3[an_i0n__ifj + angnj] - a n c / n + l j , 
3[/?m-lgi,m-l + 0m9im] ~ Pmg^m+1' 
Using the decomposition algorithm for tridiagonal systems, solve 
m + 1 systems with the matrix _4n for the values _/?•, 
n + 1 systems with the matrix Bm for _/?•. 
4° With cL?- computed in step 3° and function values Sij at vertices form similarly 
the right-hand sides in (17) for j = 0, m + 1, solve two systems with the matrix 
An to compute the values s^ on horizontal boundaries. 
5° With values g\^ computed in step 3° and boundary values s^ from step 4°, form 
the right-hand sides given in (16) and for i = 0(l)n + 1 solve the systems with 
the constant matrix Bm to compute all remaining values s^. 
6° When needed, we can pass from the representation (SG) of the spline to the 
Taylor representation (T) using relations (12), or to the representation (SD) 
using relations (9), (10) (e.g. for graphic visualization of results). 
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6. EXAMPLES 
E x a m p l e 1. The biquadratic spline corresponding to the discrete data gij 
given in Tab. 2 and to the boundary conditions 
9OJ = 9oj, 9sj = 95j, 9to = 9io> 9*6 = 9*6, sij = 9ij, 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
i = 0,5, j = 0,5 
XІ 0 í i 3 4 6 9 
0 1 2 2.5 1.5 1 
1 




1 2 3 2 Д 
2 1.5 1.5 2 2.5 
5 
1 1.5 2 2 1.5 
7 




E x a m p l e 2. We can see the biquadratic spline approximating the function 
f(x,y) = 50xy(l - x)2(l - y)2; x,y G [0,1], h{ = kj = 0.2 with g^ = <$ = Sij = 0 
on the boundary and mean values gij calculated from f(x, y) in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 
7. NATURAL BIQUADRATIC SPLINE 
It was shown in [7] that the extremal property connected with the "natural" splines 
s(x) is attained by the spline with zero values s0, sn+l. Taking account of this and 
of Remarks (2) in Sections 2, 3, we introduce the following definition of the "natural 
biquadratic spline s € ^ ( A ) on D". 
Definition 1. Let the rectangle D with the knot set (A) and mean values 
{Oij; i = 0(l)n, j = 0(l)m} be given. We call S(X,JJ) E «^(A) a natural biquadratic 
spline interpolating given mean values, if it fulfils the boundary conditions 
(31) 
slfi(xo,yj) = s
l'°(xn+l,yj) = 0 , j = 0 ( l ) m + 1, 
*0,1(*..i7o) = s°'l(xi,ym+l) = 0, i = 0 ( l ) n + 1, 
sM0co,!/o) = 0. 
Corollary. For the natural spline s(x,tj) € <^(A) we have 
s0'1 (x, ?/o) = 0 = s0'1 (x, ym+if for all x € (a, b), 
slfi(T0,y) = 0 = s
l'°{xn+l,y) for all y € (c,d). 
P r o o f . We have 
sl'°(x0, y) = (l- v
2)sl0f + v
2slfij+l + v(l - v)kjslf for y 6 (yj, yj+1), 
s0,1 (x, ijo) = (1 - n2)s%1 + u2s°+ l i0 + w(l - wJlíiAlo
1 for a: e (*., x .+i) . 
Hence, (31) implies the vanishing of s1'0 on the vertical parts and of s0,1 on the 
horizontal parts of the boundary 3D. 
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As a consequence we have 
(33) $l'l(x,y) = 0 on the whole boundary dD. 
• 
Theorem 4. The natural biquadratic spline is uniquely determined by the mean 
mliies {gij; i = 0(l)?i, j = 0(1)*??,} and the boundary conditions (31). 
P r o o f . According to (9), (10) we have 
3gio = !(4s i 0 + 2sn + 2s i + i ,0 + s.-+i,i) + ^t(2s*0° + s\f 
^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ + ynkos]^ 
29?o + 9'fi = K***) + 2sn + 2si+i%0 + *+i, i) + zhi(2s)£ + s\l°). 
Taking into account zero boundary conditions (31)-(33), we can write 
2 t f o + 0 ? i = 3 # o , » = 0 ( 1 ) H 
and similarly 2QQ- + g\- = 3r7oj, J = 0(1 )m follows. 
In a similar way we obtain 
9im + 29lm+l = 3</im, % = 0(l)n, 
(35) 
9nj + 29n+l,j = 3^nj , j = 0 ( l )m . 
These relations suitably combined complete the continuity conditions (18)-(19) to 
tridiagonal systems with a diagonally dominating matr ix for computing gfj, g\y 
Similarly, we complete the continuity conditions (16)-(17) by the relations 
2SÍO + *ti = 3yf0, i = 0 ( l ) n 2soj + sxj = 3 ^ - , j = 0 ( l ) m 
Sim + 2ó'{)7,l+i = 3gim snj + 2s n + i > j = 3g*j 
/^гч "*lV ^Г *ll — vУiO, * — v/Vx/fЬ 
which follow from (10) and (31). In such a way wc can uniquely determine all local 
parameters of the spline in the representation (SG). • 
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8. EXTREMAL PROPERTY OF THE NATURAL SPLINE 
It is well known that the construction of a smoothing cubic spline is based on the 
extremal property of natural cubic splines (see [1], for bicubic spline [9]). Quadratic 
splines interpolating the function values at spline knots or different points of inter-
polation generally do not have such simple extremal property. For quadratic splines 
s(x) interpolating mean values such extremal property with respect to the functional 
J(/) -= \\fW2 was proved in [7] for splines with s'0 = s j n + 1 = 0 and then used to the 
construction of the corresponding smoothing spline. Wc shall show such an extremal 
property for the natural biquadratic spline described in Section 7. 
Theo rem 5. Let the knot set (A) = (Ax) x (Ay) and mean values {gij ; i = 0(l)/i, 
j = 0(l)7?i} on the rectangle D = VijDij be given. Let us denote 
(37) 
V = {f(x,y) e W>/(D); hikj9ij = J J f(x,y) dxdy, i = 0(l)n, j = 0( l )m} 
nnd introduce the functional 
(38) JU) = JJD[f
l'l(x,y)]2dxdy. 
Then the natural biquadratic spline interpolating the mean values gij (see Def. 1) 
minimizes the functional J(f) on Y. 
P r o o f . For the natural spline s G S(A) and / G "K we have 
(39) 0^J(f-s) = J(f)-J(s)-2{JJ [U^-s^s'^x^dxdy}. 
Applying repeatedly the integration by parts rule to the last term and using the 
continuity of the derivatives, we obtain 
JJ [^ҶT'1-*1'1)]^,^!*. (40)  [s U^ s^ix dxdy 
= / { / [«1,1(/1,1-*1,1)](^»)d :r}dy 
JVí) JXf) ' 2/0 J XQ 
fУm + l 
= Г " + 1 { [ * м ( * - / ) 0 ' 1 l ( * » + ь У ) - [slл(s-f)oл]{xo,y)}dy 
JVlì '2 /0 
- [y'"+1 r+1[s*'\s-f)°-l](x,y)dxdy. 
J(/(, jl'(| 
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Repeating integration by parts in the last double integral, we obtain (with s(a;-f-0) = 
lim{s(:r + /i); h -> 0, h> 0}) 
V--A r r x « '+i 
2 ^ | s 2 , 1 ( x t + 0 , y m + i ) / (s- f)(x,ym+i)dx 
rxi + i >. 
-s 2 > 1(x» + 0,yo) / ( 5 - / ) ( x , y 0 ) d x j 
+ E Es2,2 (*<+°> w + ° ) // (s - /)dx *y • 
* з 
The first terms and the simple sums vanish because sx,1(x^y) = 0 on <9D. The 
last double sum vanishes as a consequence of zero value of the double integral (as 
tS,/ e "/'). The orthogonality relation 
II [ s м ( / i , i_ s u] ( a ; i î / ) d т d y = o 
implies the inequality 
J(s) + J(f - s K J(f), 
which proves the theorem. D 
R e m a r k s . 1° We have not succeeded in extending the functional (38) analo­
gous to the bicubic case (see [9]). 
2° Applications to the construction of the smoothing biquadratic spline will be 
dealt with in a forthcoming paper. 
E x a m p l e 3. The natural biquadratic spline corresponding to the data gij from 
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